
 
 

 

Al-Ashraf Secondary School for Girls 

English - Overview of Lessons 

Scheme Title: New Beginnings - An Adventure Year: 7 Duration: 8 Weeks 
Objective / Questions Learning Activities and Experiences / Teaching Strategies Homework 

Every Week Reading for 
pleasure Exposure to a range of 
texts Spelling and Vocabulary 
To improve vocabulary and 
spelling ability  

Private reading session in school library. To record progress each 
week. Twelve spellings given. Pupils to write meaning and a sentence 
containing the word. Test each week.  

Sometimes reading time set as 
homework. Spelling / word 
meaning revision.  

Week 1 Dare to be Different 
(SMSC Focus) Cloze 3 Reading 
Test Exploring poetry about 
peoples differing characteristics.  

Using People Equal by James Berry and Christopher Corr and various 
poems titled Dare to be Different to explore the meaning differences 
between people. The use of language to describe our differences and 
personalities building poetry in pairs / viewing others work and then 
group work to build a group poem. This work is used to encourage 
building relationships within the new group. Then to look at Dare to be 
Different poems and identification of what might make the pupils in 
the class different - that could be then used to write a short 'Dare to 
be Different' poem.  

Write a list of the things that make 
people different from one another.  

Week 2 Feeling Isolated (SMSC 
Focus) How might it feel to be 
isolated because of who you 
are? Looking at structure / 
mood / imagery / language / 
effect  

Exploring a poem written by a teenager exploring the feeling of being 
isolated and excluded because of who he is. In-depth analysis of poem 
and its structure. Discussion of issues, how the boy might feel and how 
it makes pupils feel.  

Find a fairy tale or short popular 
story.  

Week 3 Structure of Stories and 
Sentences Starting to look at 
how sentences are structured. 
Revision of verbs To learn how 
to structure writing into clear 
paragraphs, helping to cover all 
you wish to say.  

Looking at how sentences are built and how to make sentences that 
give clear meaning CGPSPG44. Revision of verbs CGPSPG41. The use of 
verbs in sentences CGPSG70. Simple questions that Using fairy tales or 
simple stories to look at the structure of writing. CGPE53  

Jot down current affairs or issues 
that you are particularly interested 
in. You can bring in articles or 
information on these.  

 
Week 4 Planning Answers and 
Varying Sentences How to plan 
- a rough plan The use of 
phrases and clauses to improve 
sentences.  

Going over the planning basics. How to jot down a rough plan. Writing 
an article for a newspaper about an issue that is important to you with 
clear planning. CGPSG52 Varying the length of sentences to make 
writing interesting, by joining phrases and clauses together. CGPSG70 
/ CGPSPG 45 Conjunctions / connectives / complex sentences / 
subordinate clause CGPSGP49  

Have you watched an adventure 
film or do you know of any 
adventure stories. Ask your peers 
for ideas.  

Week 5 The Hero's Journey 
Revision of adverbs. To explore 
the structure of adventure 
stories and relate to own 

Revision of adverbs. Discussion adventure stories / hero's journey. 
Creating flow diagrams to show stages. Reading of extract from Epic of 
Gilgamesh (an ancient adventure story) - finding links. Using this to 
compare with a story or adventure pupil knows of. The use of 

Short worksheet on verbs / adverbs 
/ phrases / clauses / connectives  
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